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1. Introduction

In last years the most important development of the Internet concerned not the lower network network layers, but the higher application or service layers related to the World Wide Web technology, or the Web. This is mainly due to the fact, that while the speed and storage capacities of the Web increased by orders of magnitude, its search and processing capabilities remained almost unchanged on the conceptual level.

This phenomena led, almost a decade ago, to the proposal of the Semantic Web [1]. In this architecture a number of higher level semantic facilities built on top of the Web would allow not just to search data but to reason with knowledge. In fact, this was the point where the focus of the Web development moved from content (data) to knowledge (in a broad sense). A decade later, number of semantic technologies are available and widely used, starting from the data structuring XML, to meta-data annotations with RDF and ontologies with RDFS and OWL (observe the well-known Semantic Web layer cake).

While these technologies provided knowledge encoding and representation solutions, the challenge remains to provide an efficient knowledge processing and reasoning with rules on the Web. This is in fact the point, where most of the current Semantic Web research focuses. Recent standards include RIF and SWRL. Another important issues include the quality of the knowledge stored on the Web.

Besides knowledge representation and reasoning, a sensible knowledge engineering solution for the Web is another important challenge. While the Semantic Web initiative targets mainly representation aspects, it does not directly address the specific problems stemming from the massively parallel and collaborative nature of the Web. Social networks, that provide specific services on top of the Web and the Semantic Web, try to cope with
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these problems. Recently the technology of the wiki systems has gained importance with respect to the collaborative knowledge acquisition and engineering.

The development of semantic wikis [2–4] allowed to use the Semantic Web methods and tools on top of the existing content-centered wikis. Existing semantic wikis allow introducing semantic information (e.g. meta-data, ontologies) into a wiki. In fact, they often allow to build a wiki around an ontology, which improves its conceptual coherence. Most of the semantic wikis reached a stage where the reasoning capabilities have to be added. This is where some limitations of existing solution become exposed.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2 wikis as web-based knowledge engineering systems (a special case of social networks are discussed). Then in Sect. 3 the development of semantic and knowledge wikis is considered. Semantic wikis pose some new challenges for knowledge evaluation in the wiki as discussed in Sect. 4. The possible applicability of the Semantic Wikis technology in the context of the INDECT Project is given in Sect. 5. Finally a short evaluation of the technology and concluding remarks are given in the final section.

2. Wiki systems

Wiki systems appeared in the mid 90s. According to Wikipedia the first system called „wiki“ (WikiWikiWeb) was established 15 years ago. The goal of these systems was to provide a conceptually simple tool for massively collaborative knowledge sharing and social communication. Wikis were meant to help build certain communities interested in given topics. Clearly some of them grew large and general, such as the Wikipedia.

A wiki system is a community-driven collaboration tool. It allows users to build content in the form of the so-called wiki pages, as well as uploaded media files. Wikipages are plain text documents containing special wiki markup (e.g. for structuring content) thus creating the so-called wikitext. The wikitext is simplistic and human readable, making it a much more accessible tool than HTML/XML. Pages are identified by a unique keyword (name) and usually grouped within the so-called namespaces. Pages are linked to each other and to external websites thus creating a hyperwikitext structure. An important feature of wikis is the integrated version control functionality, very helpful in a collaborative environment. It allows registering all subsequent versions of every page, thus allowing to see introduced content differences. All wiki edits may be identified by user names and time stamps, so it is possible to recreate any previous state of the wiki at any given time. From the technical point of view a wiki has a regular web-based client-server architecture. It is run on the webserver and accessed by a regular browser. Wikis introduce a range of access control mechanisms from simple ones, to full-fledged ACL (Access Control Lists) solutions. On the server side wikis require different runtime environment (e.g. PHP, JSP), possibly with a relational database system (RDBMS). A comprehensive comparison of different wiki systems can be found on www.wikimatrix.org.
One of the most interesting wiki systems for developers is DokuWiki (wiki.splitbrain.org/wiki:dokuwiki). It is designed to be portable, easy to use and set up. Like number of other solutions DokuWiki is based on PHP. However, it does not require any relational database back-end. It allows for image embedding, and file upload and download. Pages can be arranged into namespaces which act as a tree-like hierarchy similar to directory structure. It provides syntax highlighting for in-page embedded code for programming languages using the GeSHi parser. Furthermore, it supports extensive user authentication and authorization mechanisms including ACL. Its modularized architecture allows the user to extend DokuWiki with plugins which provide additional syntax and functionality. A large number of plugins extending the core functionality is available. The mechanism of templates provides an easy way to change the presentation layer of the wiki.

All wiki systems provide an abstract representation of the content they store. They all provide standard searching capabilities. However, they lack facilities helping in expressing the semantics of the stored content (besides simple tagging mechanisms, that can later be used to create the so-called folksonomies). This is especially important in the case of collaborative systems, where number of users work together on the content. This is why wikis became one of the main applications and testing areas for the Semantic Web technologies.

3. Semantic wikis

A step in the direction of enriching standard wikis with the semantic information has been made by the introduction of the so-called semantic wikis, such as the IkeWiki [2], OntoWiki [9], SemanticMediaWiki (SMW) [3], or SweetWiki [4]. In such systems the standard wikitext is extended with the semantic annotations. These include relations (represented as RDF triples) and categories (here RDFS is needed). It is possible to query the semantic knowledge, thus providing dynamic wiki pages. Ultimately these extension can also allow for building an ontology of the domain (usually with OWL [5]) with which the content of the wiki is related. This extension introduces not just new content engineering possibilities, but also semantic search and analysis of the semantically enhanced content.

Number of semantic wiki systems are available, most of them in the development stage providing demo versions. In a recent paper [4] a comprehensive overview of semantic wikis technology has been given, with number of systems described w.r.t to their features and implementation details. The development of semantic wikis is very dynamic. Since that paper has been written some of these systems are no longer supported. Several new systems are currently available, including Kiwi or KnowWe (and KnowWe2). A new FP7 project Kiwi (www.kiwi-project.eu) aims at providing a collaborative knowledge management based on semantic wikis (it is the continuation of IkeWiki effort). The website semanticweb.org/wiki/Semantic_Wiki_State_Of_The_Art provides an up-to-date list of systems and their features. Some important features of selected systems available up to recently are presented in the Table 1.
From the knowledge engineering point of view expressing basic semantics is not enough. In fact a knowledge-based system should provide effective knowledge representation and processing methods. In order to extend semantic wikis to knowledge-based systems, ideas to use a problem-solving knowledge have been introduced. An example of such a system is the KnowWE semantic wiki [10–12]. In such a system the semantic knowledge is extended with the problem-solving domain-specific knowledge. The system allows for introducing knowledge expressed with decision rules e.g. with SWRL [6] and trees related to the domain ontology. It could be said, that conceptually it is built on top of the simpler wikis, e.g. the SMW. Extended representation equivalent to the expressive power of Prolog [7] can be also considered.

4. Knowledge quality issues

Semantic wikis with both fact and rule representation can be considered knowledge-based systems. The distributed knowledge development process in a wiki poses new prob-
lems in knowledge engineering when compared to the classic development of monolithic knowledge bases. In case of most of the semantic wikis the focus of the current research is on the knowledge representation, integration and authoring. However, with the growing amount of knowledge contained in semantic wikis, the knowledge quality issues seem to be critical [14].

Formal verification of knowledge-based systems is a mature field, where a number of important results have been brought up in the last decades. The research in verification has been especially active in the field of rule-based expert systems [17]. A taxonomy of formal properties for the verification of such systems has been presented in [18], with some more recent follow-ups such as [19].

According to [19] three most important groups of properties in the verification of knowledge-based systems include the following:

- Consistency of the knowledge base means that no contradictory conclusions can be inferred from valid facts.
- Completeness of knowledge means – in a vague sense – that no information is missing.
- Conciseness means, that no redundant (unnecessary) knowledge can be found in the knowledge base.

Let us consider how the three classic rule verification criteria may be applied with respect to the distributed knowledge base in a wiki system.

Wikis are composed of wiki pages. So, a wiki can be described as a distributed knowledge-based system, where a number of knowledge bases exist. It is a distributed system, because everyone can work on his own knowledge base. Pages are usually grouped within namespaces related to their common semantics, which can be explicitly marked in a semantic wiki ontology. Pages in different namespaces can be interconnected, as well as pages can reference pages in other wikis (interwiki connections).

Considering the general knowledge wiki architecture several verification scopes need to be considered:

- single page scope – where the given property is analyzed only in a single wiki page, and all links are ignored.
- namespace scope – where every page in a group is considered to be a component of a single namespace-wide knowledge base, so the given formal property must hold with respect to the whole group. This means that all the links to the pages in the namespace have to be considered, an external links ignored.
- wiki scope – this global wiki scope treats the whole wiki as a single knowledge base, interwiki wiki links are ignored.
- interwiki scope – the most complex case interwiki links should be analyzed.

With respect to the above scopes the properties may be interpreted as follows.: Wiki Consistency means that no contradictory information is contained in the unit. For the practical verification the given wiki unit (page, namespace) needs to be analyzed to detect contradictory facts or rules. Inconsistency is likely to appear in a distributed environ-
ment such as wiki, where a number of independent authors extend the knowledge base. It
should be detected on-line, during the wiki editing session. However, it is worth noting, that
considering the evolutionary nature of the wiki knowledge, such an inconsistency between
two versions of a given page could be in fact a hint for knowledge refinement, so it is not
obvious which of the above contradictory facts is “correct”. considering the changed page
contents.

Wiki Completeness means that no information with respect to the given ontology is
missing in the unit. This should be considered with respect to all the pages and knowledge
bases in the wiki. In a general case completeness verification is hard. It is possible to con-
duct such a procedure in cases where the domain of a certain property is given. This is
possible in case of wikis designed according to a domain ontology.

Wiki Conciseness can be interpreted as a state where no redundant information is con-
tained in the unit. In general cases it means that no identical facts or rules are inserted. In
more specific cases it could also mean that new facts are more general, or that new rules
subsume the older versions. In case of multi-page scope (namespace,wiki) practical imple-
mentations of the verification algorithms should consider comparing pairs of pages as units
for properties verification.

5. Semantic wikis for the indirect gis system

In the context of the INDECT project semantic wikis can play an important role. With-
in the WP4 a GIS system supporting the collaboration between citizens and the authorities,
e.g. the Police, w.r.t. to presence of threats is to be implemented. In the system a web inter-
face for gathering citizen-provided feedback has to be provided. The interface supports
a distributed knowledge acquisition facility. It helps building a knowledge base on threats,
basing in information from citizens and the Police.

Semantic wikis provide knowledge representation methods for semantic annotations
and metadata encoding. Thus, a hierarchical architecture for the GIS system is considered,
where a semantic wiki supports the geographic core of the system w.r.t. to semantic metada-
ta encoding. As a part of annotations an ontology supporting threats categorization would be
developed. This would support the citizens in entering the information which is semanticaly
coherent. The wiki built-in facilities for information versioning would help to track different
reports on threats. The rule-based inference mechanisms provided by some semantic wikis
allow for basic reasoning with knowledge contained in the wiki, e.g. inferring new informa-
tion, basing on the provided one.

6. Concluding remarks

Wikis are an example of basic yet very successfull technology, enhancing user pro-
ductivity in distributed content authoring. The impose very low requirements on the user
runtime, which makes them very accessible and easy to implement. Semantic wikis extend the core wiki technology with knowledge representation including semantic annotations, concept ontologies and inference. Thanks to the rapid development of semantic wikis, new systems provide advanced semantic web features.

It is expected, that the semantic wiki technology would play an important role for developing a hierarchical GIS system for the INDECT Project, where the main geographic component would be supplemented with a knowledge base layer implemented by such a wiki. In this case, the distributed knowledge authoring facilities provided by wikis are suitable for gathering information from multiple sources, including both individual citizens and authorities.

As a part of future implementation of the wiki, evaluation of the possible use of the XTT [15, 16] rule representation for rules is considered. The framework would allow for a unified knowledge representation and inference.
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